
 
 proudly presents…** Whodunit?  Read to Find Out! ** 

Naperville READS is back! The theme this year is “Whodunit?  Read to Find Out!” and features 6 Young Adult fiction 
authors! Chris Grabenstein, Beth McMullen, and Wendelin Van Draanen will visit Gregory’s 6th grade classes on 
Wednesday, December 6, 2017.    
Students who wish to purchase any books may do so by returning this form with cash, or a check made payable to 
Gregory Middle School. 
In order to receive a personalized, signed copy of Panel A’s books, please return your order form to your school 
by Tuesday, December 5th.  
If students want to purchase non-personalized, autographed books from Panel B authors, order forms are available in 
the LMC. 

Chris Grabenstein 

 

 

_____  Mr. Lemoncello’s Great Library Race, $16.99 (Hardcover) 
Everyone's favorite game maker, Mr. Lemoncello, is testing out his new FABULOUS FACT-FINDING 
FRENZY game If Kyle can make it through the first round, he and the other lucky finalists will go on a 
great race--by bicycle, bookmobile, and even Mr. Lemoncello's corporate banana jet --to find 
fascinating facts about famous Americans. The first to bring their facts back to the library will win 
spectacular prizes But when a few surprising "facts" surface about Mr. Lemoncello, it might be GO 
TO JAIL and LOSE A TURN all at once Could Kyle's hero be a fraud? It's winner take all, so Kyle and 
the other kids will have to dig deep to find out the truth before the GAME is OVER for Mr. Lemoncello 
and his entire fantastic empire. 

 

 

 

_____  Mr. Lemoncello’s Library Olympics,  $7.99 (Paperback) 
Welcome, boys and girls, readers of all ages, to the first-ever Library Olympics Kyle and his 
teammates are back, and the world-famous game maker Luigi Lemoncello is at it again. 
This time Mr. Lemoncello has invited teams from all across America to compete in the first-ever 
LIBRARY OLYMPICS. But something suspicious is going on . . . books are missing from Mr. 
Lemoncello's library. Is someone trying to censor what the kids are reading? Now it's not just a game-
-can Mr. Lemoncello find the real defenders of books and champions of libraries? In between figuring 
out mind-boggling challenges, the kids will have to band together to get to the bottom of this mystery. 

 

 

 

_____  Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library, $7.99 (Paperback) 
Kyle Keeley is the class clown and a huge fan of all games--board games, word games, and 
particularly video games. His hero, Luigi Lemoncello, the most notorious and creative gamemaker in 
the world, just so happens to be the genius behind the construction of the new town library. Lucky 
Kyle wins a coveted spot as one of twelve kids invited for an overnight sleepover in the library, 
hosted by Mr. Lemoncello and riddled with lots and lots of games. But when morning comes, the 
doors stay locked. Kyle and the other kids must solve every clue and figure out every secret puzzle 
to find the hidden escape route. 

Beth McMullen 

 

 

_____ Mrs. Smith’s Spy School for Girls, $16.99 (Hardcover) 
A girl discovers her boarding school is actually an elite spy-training program, and she must learn the 
skills of the trade in order to find her mother in this action-packed middle grade debut.  
After a botched escape plan from her boarding school, Abigail is stunned to discover the school is 
actually a cover for an elite spy ring called The Center, along with being training grounds for future 
spies. Even more shocking? Abigail's mother is a top agent for The Center and she has gone MIA, 
with valuable information that many people would like to have--at any cost. Along with a former 
nemesis and charming boy from her grade, Abigail goes through a crash course in Spy Training 
101, often with hilarious--and sometimes painful--results. But Abigail realizes she might be a better 
spy-in-training than she thought--and the answers to her mother's whereabouts are a lot closer than 
she thinks... 

 
Continued on Other Side 
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Wendelin Van Draanen 

 

 

_____  Sammy Keyes and the Killer Cruise, $7.99 (Paperback) 
Sammy knew that getting to know her new rockstar dad on a cruise would be a little uncomfortable. . 
. . But when the heiress to a perfume empire disappears from the ship, it turns out everyone's in for a 
rocky ride.  
In this penultimate book in the Sammy Keyes mystery series, Wendelin Van Draanen pays homage 
to the mystery genre. This book is a classic locked-room whodunnit--Sammy Keyes style. 

 

 

 

 

____  Sammy Keyes and the Power of Justice Jack, $7.99 (Paperback) 
Sammy thought she'd seen all the weirdness her town had to offer--and then she met Justice Jack, 
Santa Martina's very own superhero. Well, really he's just a guy in spandex and a mask who rides 
around town on a dirt bike, hoping to find some crime to fight.  
The old folks in town think he's wonderful. So wonderful that they've asked him to track down Sammy's 
neighbor Mrs. Wedgewood, who seems to have disappeared--along with a lot of other people's cash. 
Sammy's friends think Justice Jack is funny and cool. Billy Pratt's even auditioning to be his sidekick 
But Sammy thinks he's kind of . . . lame. He's more of a showstopper than a crime stopper.  

 

 

________ Sammy Keyes and the Art of Deception,  $7.99 (Paperback) 
The artsy crowd thinks Sammy Keyes has a lot of nerve showing up at a fancy reception in high-tops. 
But when she tackles a robber who's brandishing a gun with one hand and pulling paintings from the 
wall with the other, they're glad she has nerve. Or are they?  
Sammy may have stopped one criminal, but the real crime at this show has yet to be discovered. The 
real crime is more subtle, more artful, than anything Sammy's ever seen. Who knew art could be so 
dangerous? 

 

 

______ Sammy Keyes and the Hollywood Mummy, $7.99 (Paperback) 
When Sammy finds out that her mother has changed her name, dyed her hair, and shaved ten years 
off her age, she knows it's time for Lady Lana to get reacquainted with reality.  
Sammy hops a bus to Hollywood and finds her mother in deeper trouble than she imagined. Lana's 
phony persona is crumbling just as she is being considered for the part of a lifetime. So when one of 
Lana's competitors for the big role is found dead in the room next door, Sammy can't help wondering: 
Is her mother the next likely victim . . . or the prime suspect? 

 

 

______ Sammy Keyes and the Runaway Elf, $7.99 (Paperback) 
The Christmas parade gets furry in a hurry when three pranksters dressed as wise men toss some 
cats onto Sammy's float. Dogs shoot off in all directions, and the prize Pomeranian Sammy's 
supposed to be watching disappears. Turns out the darn fuzzball's been kidnapped. The owner is 
demanding that Sammy find her doggone dog . . . and she's a woman who knows how to get what 
she wants.  
But Sammy's a pretty tough cookie herself. Dognappers, blackmailers, and wise men be warned. 

 

 

______ Sammy Keyes and the Skeleton Man, $7.99 (Paperback) 
It was supposed to be a simple ding-dong ditch. A dare to give them bragging rights. But as Sammy 
and her friends sneak up to the spookiest house in town, they get scared witless by a skeleton, and 
then witness something frightening enough to make even Sammy scream.  
Things have taken a scary turn at school, too, with horrible Heather spreading embarrassing rumors 
about Sammy. Sammy devises a plan to expose her, but it's going to take a deceptive disguise, some 
good friends, and a lot of guts to pull it off... 

 

 

______ Sammy Keyes and the Hotel Thief,  $7.99 (Paperback) 
Sammy Keyes must be a magnet for trouble... 
I mean it’s bad enough that she has to live illegally in a seniors-only building with her grandmother 
while her mother tries to make it as a move star. And worse that she witnessed a burglary in 
progress--and that the thief saw her. And worse still that nosy neighbor Mrs. Graybill is onto her, and 
that the thief is after her. But on top of all that, she also manages to make an enemy of the queen of 
mean at her new school and get suspended on the first day. 
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These authors will be visiting other schools in the area. 
You can purchase autographed, non-personalized copies of these titles. 

 

Margaret Peterson Haddix 

 

 

______ Children of Refuge, $17.99 (Hardcover) 
It's been barely a day since Edwy left Fredtown to be with his parents and, already, he is being sent 
away. He's smuggled off to boarding school in Refuge City, where he will be with his brother and 
sister, who don't even like him very much. The boarding school is nothing like the school that he 
knew, there's no one around looking up to him now, and he's still not allowed to ask questions.  
Alone and confused, Edwy seeks out other children brought back from Fredtown and soon discovers 
that Rosi and the others--still stuck in the Cursed Town--might be in danger. Can Edwy find his way 
back to his friends before it's too late? 

 

 

______ Children of Exile, $7.99 (Paperback) 
For the past twelve years, adults called "Freds" have raised Rosi, her younger brother Bobo, and the 
other children of their town, saying it is too dangerous for them to stay with their parents, but now 
they are all being sent back. Since Rosi is the oldest, all the younger kids are looking to her with 
questions she doesn't have the answers to. She'd always trusted the Freds completely, but now she's 
not so sure.  
And their home is nothing like she'd expected, like nothing the Freds had prepared them for. Will Rosi 
and the other kids be able to adjust to their new reality? 

 

 

______ In Over Their Heads, $16.99 (Hardcover) 
Nick and Eryn must figure out a way to save the world without sacrificing their newly discovered family 
in this follow-up to Under Their Skin, which Booklist called "crisp, intriguing, and thought-provoking" 
in a starred review.  
In Under Their Skin, twins Nick and Eryn successfully met their new stepsiblings, Ava and Jackson. 
But in doing so, the twins found themselves on a mission to discover how to prevent humanity from 
facing certain doom.  
Now, their two families are joined together to save not only themselves, but everyone--human and 
robotic. Can they figure out how before it's too late? 

 

 

______ Under Their Skin, $7.99 (Paperback) 
Nick and Eryn's mom is getting remarried, and the twelve-year-old twins are skeptical when she tells 
them their lives won't change much. Well, yes, they will have to move. And they will have a new 
stepfather, stepbrother, and stepsister. But Mom tells them not to worry. They won't ever have to 
meet their stepsiblings.  
This news puzzles Nick and Eryn, so the twins set out on a mission to find out who these kids are--
and why they're being kept hidden. 

 

 

______ Found, $7.99 (Paperback) 
One night a plane appeared out of nowhere, the only passengers aboard: thirty-six babies. As soon 
as they were taken off the plane, it vanished. Now, thirteen years later, two of those children are 
receiving sinister messages, and they begin to investigate their past. Their quest to discover where 
they really came from leads them to a conspiracy that reaches from the far past to the distant future-
-and will take them hurtling through time. In this exciting new series, bestselling author Margaret 
Peterson Haddix brings an element of suspense that will keep readers on the edge of their seats. 

 

 

______ The House on the Gulf, $7.99 (Paperback) 
When Britt's older brother, Bran, lands a summer job house-sitting in Florida, it seems like a great 
opportunity. Britt's family has just recently moved to Florida, and could use the extra money while her 
mom finishes college. There's only one problem: Britt starts to suspect her family isn't supposed to 
be there.  
Britt starts poking around, and makes a startling discovery -- the owners of the house aren't who Bran 
says they are. So whose house are they living in, and why has Bran brought them there? 
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Margaret Peterson Haddix, Cont’d 

 

 

______ Among the Hidden, $7.99 (Paperback) 
In a future where the Population Police enforce the law limiting a family to only two children, Luke, 
an illegal third child, has lived all his twelve years in isolation and fear on his family's farm.  Luke 
has never been to school. He's never had a birthday party, or gone to a friend's house for an 
overnight. In fact, Luke has never had a friend. 
Luke is one of the shadow children, a third child forbidden by the Population Police. He's lived his 
entire life in hiding, and now, with a new housing development replacing the woods next to his 
family's farm, he is no longer even allowed to go outside. 
Then, one day Luke sees a girl's face in the window of a house where he knows two other children 
already live. Finally, he's met a shadow child like himself. Jen is willing to risk everything to come 
out of the shadows -- does Luke dare to become involved in her dangerous plan?  

James R. Hannibal 

 

 

______ The Fourth Ruby, $16.99 (Hardcover) 
It's been a year since Jack Buckles discovered the Keep beneath Baker Street, an underground 
tower no Section Thirteen was ever supposed to see; a year since his dad fell into a coma. Nothing 
has been the same since. Jack's tracker abilities are on the fritz, Gwen's not speaking to him and, 
what's worse, there's a pounding voice in his head calling for "the flame."  
Jack and Gwen are framed for the theft of a historic crown jewel--the Black Prince's Ruby, one of 
three cursed rubies said to bring knowledge, loyalty, and the command of nations to whomever 
wields them all. Now, they must retrieve the other jewels before the true thief does, or risk unleashing 
a reign of terror unlike anything history's ever seen. 

 

 

______ The Lost Property Office, $7.99 (Paperback) 
Thirteen-year-old Jack Buckles is great at finding things. Not just a missing glove or the other sock, 
but things normal people have long given up on ever seeing again. If only he could find his father, 
who has disappeared in London without a trace.  
But Jack's father was not who he claimed to be. It turns out that he was a member of a secret society 
of detectives that has served the crown for centuries--and membership into the Lost Property Office 
is Jack's inheritance.  
Now the only way Jack will ever see his father again is if he finds what the nefarious Clockmaker is 
after: the Ember, which holds a secret that has been kept since the Great Fire of London.  

 Dick Lehr 

 

 

______ Trell, $17.99 ( Hardcover) 
On a hot summer night in the late 1980s, in the Boston neighborhood of Roxbury, a twelve-year-
old African-American girl was sitting on a mailbox talking with her friends when she became the 
innocent victim of gang-related gunfire. Amid public outcry, an immediate manhunt was on to 
catch the murderer, and a young African-American man was quickly apprehended, charged, and -- 
wrongly -- convicted of the crime. Dick Lehr, a former reporter for the Boston Globe's famous 
Spotlight Team who investigated this case for the newspaper, now turns the story into Trell, a 
page-turning novel about the daughter of an imprisoned man who persuades a reporter and a 
lawyer to help her prove her father's innocence. 

 
 
Student’s Name:  

 
 
___________________________ 

 
 
Total Amount 

 
 
$___________ 

 
ELA Teacher: 

 
___________________________ 

 
Method of Payment 

 
Cash___ Check#_____ 

 
Name for Personalization:(Panel A Authors Only) 

 
_________________________________________ 

 

Anderson’s Bookshops will host an event at 7:00 pm on Wed., Dec. 6th with all 6 authors (Chris Grabenstein, Beth McMullen, Wendelin Van 

Draanen, Margaret Peterson Haddix, James R. Hannibal and Dick Lehr) at Wentz Hall, 171 E Chicago Ave, at North Central College in Naperville.  

FREE tickets are available at .Anderson’s Bookshops, 123 W Jefferson Ave, Naperville, 630-355-2665. 

Naperville READS is sponsored by Jumping Off the Page in partnership with Naperville CUSD 203, Indian Prairie CUSD 204, 

and Anderson’s Bookshop. Naperville READS is partially funded by a SECA grant from the City of Naperville. 
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